Woke as Content for the Hyperverse

THE IMPORTANCE OF DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Keno Oneo in Conversation with Jochen Franck

Franck:

You wrote that it is about connecting big themes ... Democracy and
Society and Identity and Dignity ... combined with the very profane
everyday life of all people. The "very big", integrated into the personal
life-reality of very ordinary people.

Keno:

Yes. No Expert-Theories for the very Smart. No special Programs for an
Elite of any kind. And certainly, no Forms of limitations ... combined with
high Entry-Barriers for "those down there" and Privileges for "those up
there".

Franck:

This "For-Everyone" is obviously a central element for you. Why?

Keno:

The orientation strategies and values that we have to develop for
interfusion and Co-Evolution can best be designed in such a way that
one connects the Essence of what is essential ... i.e., the meaning of our
life ... with a dimension that we have often discussed , namely the
"Totality of Me / We". As a sketch:

WHICH VALUES MAKE CO-EVOLUTION POSSIBLE?
The Values for
Interfusion and
Co-Evolution

The Essence
of the
Essential

The Totality
of
Me / We

Everything that
exists is the Being of
the Now-of-Creation
(Nagual)

" I am the
I of the Nagual,
which is the
I of all Humans."

BEING = BECOMING

I = ALL

BECOMING = BEING

ALL = I
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This sketch shows that the dimension of "For-All" is quite fundamentally
linked with the aspects of the Essential and Totality ... and as follows:
For-All
The
Essential

The
Totality

Future

Identity

Creation

My-I

Nagual

The
Practice
for an
Everyday Praxeology

Everyday
-Life

If interfusion and Co-Evolution become a detached theoretical topic on
the Internet ... thus developing in the direction of an elite ..., then things
will go wrong, i.e., then we will not be able to develop a Society-ofCreation ... and also no "New Spirit of Democracy".
This also reveals the following:
The great transformation
from the 1st Axial-Age to
the 2nd Axial-Age
that lies ahead of us
needs the individual ...
the individual human being.
The connection of the Essential of Creation with the Totality of an I is an
absolutely singular and intrinsic event. Only the individual human being
is decisive.
Franck:

But it is about the "for-all / everyone" and at the same time about a real
everyday-praxeology of the single person ... and that in principle for the
whole mankind. That contradicts itself!

Keno:

Let me answer with a mystical from the ritual repertoire of Metabliss:
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When you walk
to the deepest
core of yourself
you will find the
Now-of-Creation
that we all share
because we are
humans
My I lives in the I of all people. This I of all people is the Now-ofCreation. We all are this Now-of-Creation.
It follows: The supposedly huge Division between the Individual and the
WE-ALL is an illusion ... D. D. Hoffmann would say that it is a miscoded
"icon" that we authenticate too much as a "hard reality."
We are confronted here with the central desire of the Woke-Pioneers:
Diversity leads us
to Inclusion.
Inclusion leads us
to Diversity.
Franck:

Got it. For you, Woke is a kind of wake-up process, isn't it?

Keno:

Yes, Spiritual awakening. The huge separation between the Individual
(Diversity) and the We-All (Inclusion) is eroding as we Humans spiritually
empower ourselves to integrate the Now-of-Creation (Nagual) in us ... in
our I (that's the Teenagers' job) and in our Mind-Cards (that's the job of
the Woke-Pioneers).

Franck:

The divider is a coded icon that we have culturally coded ... as absolute
Truth. This means ... so my interpretation ... that it is necessary in to
dissolve this icon wall as much as possible. The question now is how we
do that.

Keno:

How to dissolve this icon wall ... which is our 1st Reality-Generator ...?
With philosophical-theoretical insights ...

Franck:

... so, with what we are practicing right now ...
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Keno:

... right, it definitely doesn't work with abstract theories. So, what is
needed? As a sketch:

THE ICON-SYSTEM OF THE 1ST REALITY-GENERATORS
How to dissolve it?
This system is
programmed for
Co-Evolution
as follows
Metaverse

Metabliss

Our
Icons of reality
are rendered
diaphanous
through the use
of Mixed Realities*)…
... thus
disbelieved.

The Noeteric-Rituals
develop a special
programming
(Mind-Card Sets)
for Co-Evolution.
The basis is
the "Using"
by the Change-Agent Tandems:
Teenagers + Young-Adults

…*) VR / AR and Immersion

Franck:

This is very interesting. Mixed Reality from Metaverse is involved in this.
I would not have expected that.

Keno:

Yes, it is: Metaverse is very extrinsically oriented and Mixed- Reality is
based on a technical-Technology and not (like Metabliss) on a neuronalintrinsic Technology, but the following has to be considered:
 Mixed-Reality organizes
processes of reality.

different

perceptual-

As Daniel Heller-Roazen writes in his book "The
Inner Sense" (2012), perception is the precondition
for experiencing.
 All experiencing is an integration of the I and
Consciousness into a subjective " Space-Time".
 If a person experiences many non-real
experiences
(VR / AR / IR), both the "Space-Mode" in the mind
and the "Time-Mode" transform.
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 The
"Space-Mode"
becomes
transparent
(diaphanous), thereby activating the factors of
invention and promoting constructivism.
 The "Time-Mode" shifts from the dominance of the
present to the presence of a contingency-oriented "
Nowness".
 The Icons of reality thus become fluctuativeconstructive. This means: what one calls "reality" is
disbelieved by one's own belief in truth.
Franck:

Very exciting. So Metaverse's Mixed-Reality offering is ... unlike what I
thought ... not a toy for gamers or a distraction tool from boredom.

Keno:

No. Let's be very clear about one thing:
1. What Teenagers are striving for as CrossingInitiation (2nd Defluence / the Nagual-I) needs the
experiences of Mixed-Reality.
Only a Worldly-I that has disbelieved itself as Truth
can recognize that it is a Nagual-I.
2. The values of the Woke-Pioneers ... that is, for
example, the activation of the factor " Unification"
... can only become socially relevant when they
are ritualized and collaboratively-creatively
"processed" in the Hyperverse.

Franck:

This reminds me of when you said, "The Woke-Movement will not
transform Society until it finds its Home ...

Keno:

... and its Stage ...

Franck:

... in the Hyperverse."

Keno:

Yes. To put it more precisely:
Woke will only be able
to initiate the 2nd Axial-Age
when Woke can
become creative in the Hyperverse ...
creative in a digital Rhizome-Sphere (Deleuze)
that organizes itself Bottom-up and collaboratively.

Franck:

This means ... from my point of view ... as long as Woke initiatives are
primarily accomplished in the public culture and political scene ...
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Keno:

... and with agitation and struggle ...

Franck:

... as long as Woke will not be able to positively transform our society.

Keno:

That's right. But we should still discuss the functional relationships within
the Change-Agent Tandem.

Franck:

What is important there?

Keno:

Quite simply, it's all about Teenagers!
If we do not empower the Teenagers to accomplish their 2nd Defluence
... that is, the making of their Nagual-I ... there will be no effective
"cumulative transmission" (Tomasello) of the Nagual.
The existence and function of the Nagual-I should therefore be able to
be incorporated into the processes of Mind-Carting (Young-Adults /
Woke-Pioneers). The following overview describes this:
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THE PROGRAMS FOR
THE CHANGE-AGENTS TANDEM
The Core of the 2nd Defluence
(Essencing)
Teenager

2. Phase der
Adolescence

If the whole Being of the World
is the Now-of-Becoming (Nagual),
then the Being of my I is also the
Nagual...
so, I am the Nagual-I.

Cumulative-Transmission

The Chain of all Generations

The Core of the Mind-Cartings
(Dispositives)
WokePioneers

If the whole Being of the World
is the Now-of-Becoming (Nagual),
then the better Future of my Life
already exists today in
the Nagual-I that I am.

YoungAdults

If I encode this Reality
as my "Icon"*),
I can spiritually
cooperate with the Nagual...
… thus, accomplish Co-Evolution.

*)

= to make it a Mind-Card

Franck:

If I now interpret this correctly, then you say that the GreatTransformation will not work without the Hyperverse.

Keno:

Yes, and it becomes apparent that the
Chain of all Generations...
that is, the Cumulative-Transmission of the Nagual through the
Generations... is an equally imperative prerequisite for a higher level of
Humanity.

Franck:

For you, the Teenagers seem to be the absolute must-factor. Without
the Nagualization of the I of the Teenagers, there will be no CumulativeTransmission of the Nagual. And ... according to your thesis ... without
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this passing on of the Nagual ....
Keno:

... passing on to the Mind-Carting of the Young-Adults ...

Franck:

... we will not be able to develop and socially establish the next possible,
higher level of our Humanity. Correct me ... but that is how I interpret
your statements.

Keno:

Yes, that is correct. From my point of view, that phase of our Evolution in
which we could quite comfortably ... rely on our biology of survival with
its gene impulses and Neuro-Time Windows of 1st Defluence is coming
to an end. In other words:
We have learned to develop
through "Fitness beats Truth" (Hoffmann)
that Evolution-Intelligence that
has led us to the new evolutive Reality
of increasing Complexity, Acceleration and Contingency.

Franck:

So, have we been too successful?

Keno:

I wouldn't describe it like that. In my model, things look like this:
 Fitness and Truth. The combination of Survival and Knowledge. That
is and was the general formula for the 1st Axial-Age.
 This Axial-Age is now coming to an end because the new evolutive
Reality that has emerged and that we have to cope with can no longer
be coped with Fitness and Truth alone. Our schemes and strategies
are beginning to fail. This means:
 The 1st Reality-Generator, which is the Dominator
in our Mind, cannot produce the next level of our
Fitness.
 The worldly I-Think-I (Descartes) is becoming
increasingly dysfunctional when it comes to the
"Fitness" factor.
 Our "Society-of-Coercion" ... that is, the Dynamic of
Knowing Better (Exclusion) as the engine of our
future-improvement ... is transforming more and
more clearly into managing a permanent crisis.

Franck:

Yes, I can see all this. But the question is still why the Teenagers can
help us in this constellation.
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Keno:

Because it's about expanding our concepts of Defluence. As an
overview:
The 1st Defluence

The 2nd Defluence

Birth until ca. 14 yrs.

16 / 18 until ca. 24 yrs.

The worldly
I-think-I

The
Nagual-I

Biology

The Cooperation
of the Worldly-I
with ANC*)
(autonoetic
Consciousness)

Survival
Genes
plus
"CumulativeCulturalTransmission"
(Tomasello)

Crossing-Initiation
The longing
for the
True-I
is fulfilled

Parents / Education
School / Qualification
Peer Groups
This is
the Input for
the 1st Reality-Generator
*)

The Nagual-I
becomes the input
for the 2nd Reality-Generator

The ANC is in the I the "Mediating-Consciousness" for the Now-of-Creation (Nagual).

In general, we can say the following:
 If we as Humanity do not succeed in developing an
efficient system for the 2nd Defluence and
spreading it across Society ("for Everyone"), we
will neither find nor be able to go the way to a
higher level of Humanity.
 On the basis of a 2nd Reality-Generator we will be
able to cope positively with the new kind of
evolutive Reality.
 In order to cope with it, however, we need an
expansion of our general Strategy for the Future:
from Evolution
to Co-Evolution.
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 For this expansion we need the following schema
change:
The
Leading-Factors
Fitness
Truth

Invention
Fitness

today

Truth

tomorrow

Franck:

Invention. So, Invention as a new Leading-Factor?

Keno:

Yes, the development of Meta-Consciousness, emergent FutureIntelligence and Inclusive-Fitness needs a change of the LeadingFactors.
from:

to:

Fitness
through
Cognition

better
Survival
through Invention

Co-Evolution

That means: Our survival in the 2nd Axial-Age is organized by the
Praxeology of a Co-Evolution. And to be able to make this factor "
Invention " efficient on a broad front, we need the Noeteric-System of
Interfusion (= Metabliss). And a global big player ... preferably the
Metaverse of Mark Zuckerberg.
The realization of this Interfusion needs the Nagual-I of the Teenagers ...
and based on that the Nagual-Mind-Cards of the Young-Adults ...
Franck:

... which, as you have emphasized several times, are very much focused
on the
Woke-Values.

Keno:

Yes: Diversity for better Inclusion. Better Inclusion for better Diversity.

Franck:

Very well. You bring a new leading factor into play: Invention. But that
doesn't make sense to me. To me, " Invention" is something provisional
and something improvised ... something on which one cannot build a
Society at all.
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Keno:

Yes, this is a problem that the 1st Reality-Generator creates. Shall I
explain it briefly?

Franck:

Yes please.

Keno:

The 1st Reality-Generator is the result of the following factors or
processes:
1. The Epoch of "the Power of the Sacred" (Joas).
Subsequently the Power of Better-Knowledge, on
which our present Culture and Society is built.
Thus: from Religion to Science. Secularization.
2. The connection of our survival-programs with the
learning-scheme "On learns wisdom by suffering"
(thus Original-Sin plus need of Redemption).
3. The old Myth-Set ... i.e., Beyond, Absolute and
Truth ... the operationalized Fear of Contingency.
The 1st Reality-Generator that led us to today's Modernity is an oldfashioned Consciousness system, because it is built on old background
beliefs. It is useless for Emergence and Co-Evolution. Useless for
Interfusion and Invention.
Now if one ... like you as a person ... has only this 1st Reality-Generator,
then the switch from Survival to Invention is a mixture of irresponsibility
and irrationality.

Franck:

That's the way it is.

Keno:

But if one has both the 1st and 2nd Reality-Generators, then one
automatically realizes the following:
The Mode of Inventing
is the best Interface
for Co-Evolution.
As a sketch to it:
The
Objectivization
of the Now of
the World
Tonalization

Interface
The Modu
of
Inventing
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From this perspective, the Mode of Inventing is guaranteeing us as
Humanity a better Fitness ... a smarter Survival.
Franck:

Are you sure about that?

Keno:

Yes. If we had started to establish a Praxeology of Co-Evolution ...
based on Emergence, Interfusion and Invention ... about 30 years ago,
we would most likely have hardly any Environmental Problems, no
Climate Crisis and no Energy Deficits.
That means: With the dominance of the 1st Reality-Generator we
practice, as Sloterdijk has described it, a
"domineering Mind",
i.e., a Mind that separates us as Humanity from what Consciousness
can do for us. Our domineering Mind blocks the Intention of Love and
Help that is offered to us by the ANC.

Franck:

That's not clear to me. Can we deepen that a bit?

Keno:

Yes, with pleasure. I'll answer with the following sketch:

The
Now
of my
World

My
Consciousness
of
Something

Filter
My Mind
The 1st RealityGenerator
Blockade

The
Consciousness
as Something
The ANC as
MediatingConsciousness
The Nowof-Creation

Franck:

I realize now why you put so much emphasis on the fact that we will
need cooperation of the 1st Reality-Generator with a 2nd RealityGenerator. In my words: We need an Expansion of our Expectations of
Reality.

Keno:

Yes, that's it. In my words:
We need a
permanent Liberation-Process
of our Consciousness
from the "Icons" (Hoffmann),
which our Mind permanently generates.
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Therefore Metaverse. Hence the Virtualization
interpretation-concepts. Hence AR and immersion:

of

our

world-

Everything that Mark Zuckerberg
is currently developing
serves to establish Co-Evolution.
We will have to invent the Mode of Invention. And in my view, this will
succeed best if we proceed as follows:
Metaverse

Metabliss

The Realities of
the 1st Reality-Generator
become virtual,
fluctuative and
diaphanous

The
Now-of-Creation
becomes part
of our
worldly Consciousness

If we do not become capable of Co-Evolution and Interfusion, our worldly
Consciousness ... the Consciousness of Something ... will become less
and less capable of appropriately shaping and programming the Now of
our World for the "Better." In other words:
We are becoming
less and less able to
ask the right questions at the right time.
Why?
Because we cannot make
the ANC and the Nagual our Spiritual Partner.
Franck:

Are you saying that the right questions are stimulated by the ANC ... the
questions that our Consciousness needs to be able to create the
"Better"?

Keno:

Yes. Let us look at the following sketch:
until now

in the Future

st

1 Axial-Age

2nd Axial-Age

The current
problems
produce the
right
questions

The interactions
of the I
with the
ANC / Nagual produce
the right questions

The Problems
as a Partner

The Creation
as a Partner
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The interactions of our Mind with the ANC / Nagual need a MetaConsciousness, which we currently do not have.
The Interactions of our Mind with the Problems of the World are
regulated by the 1st Reality-Generator and with it the worldly-I.
This means: "Fitness beats Truth" (Hoffmann). These interactions are
based as said on the predominantly biological survival program.
In the future we will have to enable our Mind to interact not only with our
Survival-Program but also with the Now-of-Creation. The biologically
conditioned leading program " Fitness " is unsuitable for this. And
therefore, we need the new leading factor " Invention ".
If the 2nd Defluence (Teenagers) works and based on this the
establishment of the 2nd Reality-Generator (Young-Adults / WokePioneers), the leading factor "Invention" will develop a new relation
between Fitness and Truth ... that means Survival and Knowledge ...:
The Intelligence of shaping
the Future moves
from Better-Knowledge (Truth)
to the Rhizome-Sphere:
from Top-down to Bottom-up.
Franck:

I have heard this argument from you many times. Obviously, I haven't
really grasped it yet.

Keno:

If the guiding factor "Fitness" controls the processes of cognition ... i.e.,
Truth / Cognition ..., the private Mind of the persons and the collective
Spirit of the Society becomes "domineering" (Sloterdijk) and thereby
stupid ... stupid related to the new Challenges of Emergence and
Contingency.
If one wants to reprogram the personal mind and the collective Spirit of
the Society to Invention, one needs the following set:
A

B

The personal
Mind

The collective
Spirit of
Society

The Addition of
the 2nd RealityGenerators
to the existing
1st Reality Generator
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The establishment of the 2nd Reality-Generator (= A) will take place
largely independent of Cognition and Knowledge.
The establishment of the Rhizome-Sphere (= B) will take place in a
Bottom-up Dynamic of the Hyperverse.
This will successively erode the association of better-knowledge,
interpretive power, and social status. And it will be this Erosion that will
give our Society the Chance to reach the higher Plateau of Humanity. To
put it another way:
Better-knowledge
will not lead us
to better Humanity.
Nor will reason.
Nor will morality.
Franck:

From your point of view, it will be the 2nd Defluence (Teenagers) in
connection with the Mind-Cards of the Woke-Values (Young-Adults).
That is your thesis.

Keno:

Yes.

Franck:

But the Teenagers and the Young-Adults are much too young and
inexperienced to lead us to a better Humanity.

Keno:

That is superficially true, if you judge this issue with the "eyes" of the 1st
Reality-Generator.
But basically, the issue is this:
 We need a new kind of Future-Intelligence.
 Only this Future-Intelligence can and will lead us to
a Plateau of better Humanity.
 So, it is the Future-Intelligence, i.e., Co-Evolution
by Interfusion ... integrated in a MetaConsciousness built on the presence of the
Nagual.
 The Teenagers and the Young-Adults will act as a
Change-Agents Tandem i.e., they realize what our
"Society-of-Coercion" with its culturally anchored
"Power of Knowing Better" cannot want and could
not finish.

Franck:

And hence your repeatedly outlined statement:
"It's all about Teenagers."
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Keno:

Yes, and from this ... referring to META and Mark Zuckerberg ... one can
make the following statement:
Only the Metaverse that is able
to win over the Teenagers will
get the "Monopoly of the Better".
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